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The National Tramportation Safety Board determines that the probable 
causes or‘ this accident were the captain’s movement of the power levers be!sw flight 
idle in Bight, the inadeqwte certification requirements and consequent design of the 
airpIane’s power levers that permitted them to be moved below the flight idle 
position into the bee range, either intentionaily or inadverteatly, while in flight, and 
the inadequate action taken to require a positive means t~ prevent beta operation on 
airplanes for which such operation is prohibited. 

The safety issues in this report fccused on the safety hazards involved 
with the in-flight operation of propellers in the beta mode in airplanes for which 
such operation is prohibited. The Safety Board reiterated Safety Recommendation 
A-94-62, which is intended to prevent the in-flight beta operation unless the aiqiane 
is certificated for such use. 
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NATIONAL TRANSPORTATIOB SAFETY B O D  
WASHING'I'ON, B.C. 20594 

SIMMOW .-LINES, INC., d/b/a 
AMERICAN EAGLE FLI6;HT 3641, N349SB 

FALSE RIVER AIR PAW,  NXW ROADS, LOBJISUNA 
FEBRUARY 1,1994 

1.P History of the Right 

On February 1 ,  1994, at 2 1 4 0  central standard time (cst),' Sim.ons 
AirlinesiAmerican Eagle flight 3641, a Saab 340B, registration N349§,B, opexating 
mder Tide 14 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part 121; sustained substantial 
damage during a forced landing at False River Air Park, New Roads, Louisiana. 
The 23 passengers and 2 pilots aboard the airplane were not injured. The one flight 
attendant received a Ininor injury during evacuation. 

At 21 1425, while en route at flight level 210 (nn!O),  in visual 
meteorological conditions (VMC), on a direct flight from Dallas/Fort Worth 
Interrzitional Airport @FW) to Baton Rouge Airport (BTR), Houston air route 
traffic control center instructed the flight to "descend at pilot's discretion ... maintain 
one one thousand [feet] . . . . I '  in preparation for an approach to BTR. The first oEcer 
acknowledg,ed the transmission. The captain was the "flyi~g pilot" (operating the 
flighr controls and engine cofitrois), and the first officer "/as performing the 
"nonflying pilot" duties. 

During, c the descent, at. 212039, the cockpit voice recorder (CVR)? 
recorded through the cockpit area microphone (CAM), the start of a sound similar to 

[Unicss otherwise indicated, ail times are CSI, based on a 2;Chour ciock. 
%he transcript of h e  CVR is contzined in appndix 3. 
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h e  airspeed overspeed warning. m e  warning sound stopped about 13 seconds 
later. 

At 2120:35, the first oficer began to read to the captah the automat& 
terminal information service (ATIS) "information Whiskey" for BTW. The 
information indicated "visuals [approaches] to [mways] three one and two two 
right,' 

When told by the first officer that the wind speed at BTPZ was 'Tight 
and variable," &e captain said, "well what the heck's wrong with the instrument 
lmding system m] to runway one three?" The f i t  officer responded, "...nothing, 
t!!ey9i probably give it t~ us." 

The f i t  officer then said, at 2121:25, "Let's see, the airport's on the 
sixty-three radial, eight miles from Baton Rouge ... so the airport's on this ah 
(nah) ... the airport's on the o&er side of the VOR [very high frequency 
omnidirectional radio range]." 

At 2321347, the captain said, "Well, whzt I was thinking about inskad 
of going clear around and coming back in is just making a (unintelligible word) ...yah 
h o w  instead of going - out and back just come out like that." The first officer 
rephed, "He91 prc;ably yeah ... he'll probably let us do it ... two eighty-four you got it 
set in?" 

At 2 t22: IO, the captain stated, "Man, we're almost the speed of heat 
here ... two sixty-fo ur... or two-sixty two ... three sixty-two."' At 212432, he said, 
' k s h ,  3 we gotia come down." 

At 2125:01, the fligkcrew was told by the Houston air roate .zaffic 
controi ceofer t~ C G I I ~ X ~  Baton Rouge approach COPIE-O~ (BTR). When the flightcrew 
checked in with BTR, at 2 125: 16, the first officer reported Liat the flight was out of 
"fifteen [thousand] five [hundred feet] for one one thousand [feet]." Wnen told by 
t9e BTR controller, 'Wind is calm expect a visual approach ... what would you like," 
the first officer rep!ied, "Mow about [furway] one three, we'li just shoot straight in 
there." 
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The BTR controller then instructed the flight, "Roger, fly heading one 
one zero, intercept the localizer, expect the visual approach runway me 
three...descend and maintain two thousand ....I' The flight responded, "Okay ... down 
to two thousand .... 11 

Still ir! the descent, at 212551, the captain said, 'Weil, let's go ahead 
and hit the lights and the seatbelr and all." The first officer responded, "Okay." The 
czptain then said, 'Scream this baby down some more...I?I get 'em:' 

The captain an~nunced to the passengers on the public address system, 
at 2126r03, that they were,  bout thiq-five miles from Bagan Rouge, be on the 
ground in a b u t  ten minutes." 

At 2127 19, the captain said, "A little bouncy bouncy here. I wonder 
what's causing that?" Tke first officer replied, "I don't know ... with calm winds 
down there you got something right in that this cloud layer or something." The 
captain replied, "Yeah." 

The captain then said, at 2127:41, "Yeah, we'll just ... kinda siow this 
baby up a ilnle bit." About 5 seconds later, the CVR recorded through the CAM a 
sound similar to that of the autopilot disconnect chime. 

About 6 seconds later, at 212752, the CVR recorded a sound of an 
increase in propelleriengine revolutions Fer minute (rpm) frequency and amplitude. 

At 212756, 4 seconds after the onset of the sound of an increase in 
propelleriengine rpm frequency arid amplitude, and after the sound of the master 
caution waming chime, rhe first officer said, W h a t  happened'?" The captain 
replied, '%'hat the (expletive)." 

IP"r.e first officer stated, "Your both engines flamed out;" and I'Both 
engines flamed out ...y ou've got an airport underneath you." 

%he sound of the decrease occurred about 26 seconds after the onset of a sound of an inereax in 
propellerkngine f ~ t ~ p e r ~ ~ y  md amplitude. 
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At 2128:43, the first officer broadcast a "MAYDAY," to BTR, stating 
that they hzd lost both engines and asking, "...is there an airport rigk undemih 
us?" The BTR controlier replied, "...yes sir, the False Rise; airpan and ah it skrodd 
be lit, and ab believe five thousurd feet [runway]. stand by." 

The c2ptain flew a circling. power-out descent to a Iw&ng to the 
south, on the 5.000-foot by 75-fooE runway { 18/36) at Fake River .4ir Park. The 
first officer lowered the landing gear, using the hydraulic pUmp-ove+.de, shortly 
before touchdown. Following initial touchdown, the airplace became airborne 
again, with about 1,601) feet of runway remaining, &en touched back down on rhe 
runway about 606 feet from the departure end, leaving intermirtent tire braking M 
skid marks ax i l  the airplane departed the end of the runway. 

., 

At 213403, about 4 seconds after the CAM picked up a squeal sound 
similar to that of wheel touchdown, the captain said. "No brakes." 

After departing &e end of the runway. the airplane rraversed soft, 
grass-covered soil and a 25-fwt-wide by 6-foot-deep ditch. then went h u &  a 
combination steel post. chain link, and barbed wire fence. it came to rest, upright, 
in a sugar calie fieid, approximately on runway heading. about 1.425 feet from &e 
"Lpu""'L r 1 - n ~ : ~  b.." end of V. the U.., .-.. nlnway. (See fip_l.~es .., 1 and 2a and 2b.) 

The pilots stated that engine and airspeed indications were readable on 
the indicator panels. There was a loss of cabin lighting, reported by the passengers, 
just before the airplane touched down on the runway. A loss of cockpit lighting was 
indicated by the flightcrew's conversation during the descent ('turn on your dome 
light") a d  confirmed in interviews. No loss of cockpit indicators was noted by the 
flightcrew. L The first officer stated that he may have secured the cabin emergency 
lighting just before touchdown, and the cabin emergencv lighting switch in the 
cockpit was found in the "OFF" position. 

- c 

c 

L c - c  

http://pUmp-ove+.de




Figure 2a.--Airglane in sugar cane field wirh fence visible GR ianding gear. 
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September 1,  i 993. w i ~  the limitation: "Holder shll wear correcting Ienses while 
exercising the privileges of his airman certificate." Simmons A Y i n e d ~ ~ e r i c a n  
F~g ie  records indicate that at the time of the accident, the captain had accumuia?d 
over 2O,OC10 hours total flight time. He had logged about 300 hours in the Saab 340, 
virtually alf of which was as captain. Befare &at, he flew the Setstream 3100 and 
the Shorts 330. He estimated his time in &e Jetstream 3 IO0 as 4 , W  hours and his 
time in the Snorts 330 as 1 .OOO hocrs. His experience &o included Bight time as a 
contract pilot in the 690 Commander and the Piper Navajo, and more than 10,000 
hours in Beech 18s. 

The captain received his initiai ground school and proficiency check in 
the Szab 3403 as a captain, completing hie training on August 31 ~ 1933. He 
received his type rating in the S u b  340B on September 1, 1993. He completed his 
initial operating experience and received a line check on September 15, 1993, which 
was also his last line check prior to the accident. 

The captain bid the accident flight. From his residence in Oklahoma, 
he drove to Okiahoma City and took a 1430 flight to Dm-.  The accident flight was 
his only flight in crew status on February I ,  1994. 

1.5.2 The First Ofiicer 

The first officer-, age 43, was hired by Simmons Airlines on July 13, 
1987. Ke held an airline transport pilot certificate, with type rating for the Saab 
MOB. His most recent FAA first class medical certificate was issued on January 7, 
i 994. without limitations or waivers. Company records indicate that rit the time of 
the accident. the first officer had accumulated approximately 6,500 total flying 
hours, of which approximately I ,7oG were in the Saab 3400B. 

- 

The first officer completed initial ground school in the Saab 345 on 
ikccrnber 22, 1988. €:e completed Saab 340 flight Wining on January 9, 1989. 
H i . ;  initial cperarlnc ... experience and line check were completed on January 17, 1989. 
He was subszyuently upgraded PO captain on the Saab 340, cornpletine that training 
and initial operatir;g experience on November 23. 1990. He was qualified as a 
captain. but flew on the accident flight .. as the first officer. 

c L 

The first officer started the day of the accident flisht on "reserve" 
sa~us .  His home was  in Florida. He stayed at a "crash pad" in a suburb near DFW, 
t%Eiih another pilat owned and in which pilot.; OR reserve szitus reguiarly stayed. 
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He was called about IO00 and assigned to two rowLd-trip flights, DFW to 
Fayetteville, Arkansas, foliowed by DEW to Tyler-Longview, Texas- He flew the 
assigned flights as captain. He stated that he did not know that he would be part of 
the flightcrew of flight 3641 until aboLlt 50 minutes before the flight- He said that he 
just happened to be at the airport when he was assigned to the flight. 

1.53 "be Flight Attendant 

The flight attendant had been a previous employee of the airline in a 
noaflying position. She completed flight attendant training 8 months prior to the 
accident and had been in a flight status since that time. 

I .6 Aircraft Information 

The Zcident airplane, regismtion N349SB, Serial No. 34B-349, was 
a Saab 340B, manufactured in Sweden. IC was owned by A m  Leasing, and was 
issued an FAA registration certificate cn November 4, 1993, as a new airplane. The 
airplane was operated by Simmons P*irlines, since It was acquired in November 
1993. 

The accident airplane had accumulat.1 528.3 flight hours and 
540 cycles, ixluding the zccident flight. The last phase inspection (scheduled every 
150 hours) was comp!eoed on January 9, 1994. at 399.6 aircraft hours. The last 
preventive service check (scheduled every 25 hours) was completed the morning of 
the accident flighL at 516.8 aircraft hours. The two General Electkc (GE) CT7-93 
engines were installed at the factory with zero time since new. There were no 
minimum equipment iist (MEL) or other discrepancies with the airplane at the time 
it was dispatched. 

The calculated departure gross takeoff weight - for the accident flight 
was 26,128 pounds, 2,872 pounds below the maximum allowable iakeoff weight. 
The airplane was configured with seats for 34 passengers (two abreast on the right 
side of the cabin, with a single c seat row on the left side). The calculated load was 
within aircraft center of gravity (CG) limits for both takeoff and landing. - 

The calculated fuel weigh1 at takeoff from D W  was 2,675 pounds. 
The planned arrival fuel load at BTR was 1.200 pounds. The estimated fuel 
remaining on the airplaze at the accidenc site was 1,850 pounds. 
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thrust, and blade angle is controlled only by power fever position. When the same 4 
condition occurs in flight, the governors have nQ c o ~ t n l  of blade mgk, and high 
airspeeds can whdmiI1 the prorrelier to hi& rotational cwerspeeds. In this condition, 
because the propelier is driving the pow& turbine, &e fuei shutoff function ok tlie 
DEC is ineffective in preventing: power turbine oversped. 

1.6.2 Maintenance Records Examination 

Following the accident, a maintenance records examination was 
conducted at the facilities of the operator at Dm7. 

The maintenance records examination revealed that the airplane had 
undergone phase 1, 2, and 3 inspections on November 30, 1993, December 20, 

1993, and Jarrlrary 10, 1994, respectively. The master ins-pction records and 
associated work cards were reviewed, mnd no discrepancies, trends, or problem 
areas were noted. 

The records audit for the aixplane. indicated that maintenance was in 
compliance with all outstanding FAA and Swedish Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) 
ainvorthiraess directives, as weif as zpplicable §arb service bulletins. 

The operator's maintenance mmagement program documents were 
examined. n e y  were found to have been aut.hokd by the FAA, an3 all of the 
maintenance docamentation on the accident airplane was found to be in compliance 
w i t h  the approved maintenu:ce program. 

1.7 Meteoroiogical Information 

The accident flight was conducted in VMC. 

There were no sigrjficant meteorological (SIGNET) advisories in 
effect f5r the BTR area before or after the accident. 'khe weather conditiom 
reported at BTR at 2156, about 22 mimes after initial touchdown at False River Air 
Park, were as follows: 

7,500 scatlered, ceiling-measured 12,000, visibility--10 miles; 
temperatr;re--37 degrees F.; dew point--26 degrees e winds-- 
320 degrees at 3 knots; aItimeter--30.39 inches. 
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There were no known difficulties with aids to navigation. 

1.9 Communications 

There were no known difficulties with communications. 

1.10 Aerodrome Information 

At the time of the accident, False River Air Park (airport identifier: 
LA-30) had a single 5,000-foot by "1-foot asphalt runway. The runway was located 
approximately 2 miles northwest of New Roads, in the Pointe Coupee Parish, 
Louisiana, and 16.9 miles northwest of the Baton Rouge VORTAC [VOR'ulm high 
fi-equency tactical air navigation aid]. The runway's elevation was 39 feet above 
mean sea level (msl). The airport was attended daily from 0800 to 1700, and was 
served by a UNICOM station (1  22.8 MHz) during normal operating hours. 

The approach end of runway 18 was located approximately 1!2 mile 
south of an earthen dike that paralleled the south side of the hlississip?i river. A 
grassy area, a two lane road, and a grass overrun were between the dike on the 
south side of the river and the approach end of runway 18. An approximately 
1 ,O@j-foot grass overrun, through which the accident airplane traversed, was located 
at the departure end of runway 18. Beyond the grass overrun was a drainage ditch, 
and a few small hardwood trees were near the ditch. A combination steel post, 
chain link and barbed wire fence paralleled the south side of the ditch. A sugar cane 
field was south of the fence (some of the fencing materia!s were dragged by the 
airplane's landing gear). The plowed furrows in the sugar cane field also ran north 
and south. The airplane came to a stop in the sugar cane field. 

The Aircraft Owners and Pilots Associatic;; (AOPA) Directory 
indicated that runway lights were available for night me by keying a radio 
transmitter 5 tirncs in 5 seconds on the UNICOM frequency. Howevei, following 
the accident. the airport manager stated that tiey had been unable to change the 
lights from high intensity to low since about January 20, 1994. Consequently, on 
January 3 I ,  1994. the day before the accident, the lights were set to higk intensity 
and were left at that setting until repairs could be made. 
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1.31 Flight Rewrders 

The CVR and FDR were removed from the accident airplane by Safety 
Board investiigittors and taken to laboratories at Safety Board Headquarters, 
Washington, D.C. 

1.11.1 Cockpit Voice Recorder 

The CVR, Serial No, 61006, was manufactured by Fairchild. The 
recording contained four channels of audio information received from the following 
sources: the cockpit area microphone (CAM), the captain's microphone, the f i t  
officeis microphone, and the passenger cabin's public address system. The 
recording was of excellent quality, enhanced by the use of an intracwkpit 
intercommunicatiors system by the two pilots. The recording duralion was about 
30 minutes and 57 seconds. On February 15, 1994, the captain and first officer 
listened to the CVR in the Safety Board's audio laboratoy, and they reviewed the 
transcript. 

1.11.2 Flight Data Recorder 

The FDR was manufactured by Fairchild as Model F800, Part 
No. 17M703-261, and Serial No. 4964. The FDR continuously recorded 128 data 
parameters. To verify the accuracy of the recorded power lever position 
information, another F;DR was placed on the accident airplane for the ferry flight 
from False River to the maintenance base. FDR power lever data from the accident 
flight was compared with data from previous flights of N349SB and with FDR data 
from the ferry flight. The comparisons conf~rmerf the accuracy of the engine power 
lever position readings. 

The FDR readout showed that in the descent, N349SB's engine 
parameters5 remained steady for about 1 minute prior to the first indication of 
movement of the power ievers (at 2 I27:43) associated with an overspeed event. The 

5ATC radio transmissions were used to establish a time correlation between the FDR and CVR. 
The CVR transcript (correlated to local time by use of the ATC transmissions) gave the Se+ing 
of each transmission in local time, and the FDR recorded VHF microphone keying. The time 
correlation between FDR elapsed time and ioca! time was established by matching the time 
between radio transmissions on each recorder. 



power 1ey:vers rennairgd near the flight idle stops after 2126:39.6 Left and right 
propeller rpm remained steady at about 1,225 spm, and le? wad right gas genemtor 
speed remained steady at 78 to 79 percent during this approximately l-mainuee 
period. At 2127:43, the data showed the power levers beginning to move afe of the 
flight idle stop position. The a b p x d  was recorded as 226 knots indicated airspeed. 
o;caAS), and the airplane was deescendhg t h u @  about 9,232 feet ml. 

A b u t  9 seconds later at 212754, as flight 3641 was descending 
through about 9,040 feet at 22’7 KWS, the m>R showed a mpid rise of both 
propeller rpn;s from the steady reading of about 1,225 npna to an jnpm vake at or 
above the maxipnum recordable FDR reading of 1,5W qm At this tipple, &e engine 
power levers had moved about 4 b c k s  aft of ahe €light idle gate to positions aft of 
fie p u n d  idle detents. This point in the FDR data corresponds to the beginning of 
the sound of an increase ‘? propeller and engine rpm frequency ;and amplitude, 
which was recorded at 212,22 on the CVR. 

The propeller rpm of both engines remainred at or above the mxhmx 
remrdable F’DR reading of lJ00 rpm for about the next 6 seconds (See section 
1.16.1 for additional details). The propeller rpm for both engines then began to 
decrease below 1,500 for the next 8 seconds, until the loss of FDR data, which 
occurred about 2128:07. 

Electrical power was lost to the FDR twice during the accident 
sequence. The fmt power loss was for 40 seconds, from 2128:07 to 2128:47, 
during the time the engines were shut down. The recording then resumed and the 
FUR operated for another 2 minutes and 51 seconds. Power was again lost on the 
recorder at 2131:38. The recording indicated a transition from newest-to-oldest 
data (from ;I previous flight). Because of the second power interruption to the 
recorder, the airplane’s touchdown on the m w a y  and subsequent events in the 
zccident sequence were not recorded on the FDR. 

Following the overspeed event and return of electrical power after the 
first loss of data, !he FDR showed significant time periods of data in which there 
were variable engine indications, with several seconds of engine rpm ir, $5 1,200 ?o 

h e  Laptain stated that at the time the engine roar and overspeed incident began, he h;ad the 
power levers at the flight idle stops where hc had set them after the airplane had passed through 
about 12,000 feet 
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1,400 range, accompanied by fuel flow and small torque indicaticns for both 
engines. 

1.12 Wreckage and Impaet Imformatim 

Srrucwl  damage to the airplane included dents and puncture.. in wing 
teading edge panels and flap panels, a horizontal crease in the left nose structure at 
the radome, and crrishhg of the composite radome. There was a 2- by 3-inch hole 
surrounded by a 5- by 12-inch dent in the fuselage aft of the main cabin door gpper 
edge. Also, there was a 3-inch tear near t!e forward hinge pein% for the rigkt nose 
landing gear door, a buckled skin and former section on the left side of the left 
nacelle, and a bend in the lower forward spar cap at the root of the left wing. 
Figures 4a and 4b illustrate the wreckage site and damage to the airpiane. 

Five of the six tires were found to have lost presswe. Each of the four 
main landing gear tires were found tc have tread and cord ground away in a 
ff'attened area. l'he flattened area of three of the main tires had breached the inner 
wall of the rire, and the tires were depressurized. The inboard tire of the left main 
fanding gear exhibited a flattened section that extended through the tread and four 
plies, but the tire retained pressure. The beads of the nose tires were found to have 
separated from thc rims. 

The most northerly of the tire marks found on the runway aligned with 
the right inboard main tire track at about 1,594 Feet from the southern end of the 
runw2y. Similar marks begaz again inline with the former, about 606 feet From the 
departure end of runway 18, and continued off ?.he end of the runway. The 
northernmost marks on the runway that led to the left main landing gear were found 
586 feet from the departure end of the runway. The most northern nose landing gear 
mark was found in the grass, a b u t  15 feet south ofthe end of the runway. 

To the sooth of runway IS, the tire tracks crossed a 1,005-foot grass 
overrun, a 25-foot-wide by 6-foot-deep drainage ditch, an airport boundary fence, 
and part of a sugar cane field, with the tire tracks parallel to the plowed rows in the 
cane field. Tie airplane came to rest 1,425 feet beyond the departure end of the 
rmway, w i t h  270 feet of fence mater%! trailing from t\e landing gear- The landing 
- gear remained down and locked. The main landing gear were found sunk in the soil 
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Figure 4a.--Wreckage site and airplane damage. 
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Figure 4b.--Wreckage site and airplane damage. 



1 to the depzh of the tops of the tires. The tops of &e nose landing gear tires were 

1 where the airplane came tu rest, was the edge of a water-filled drainage ditch that 
I 

I 

i below ground level. Approximately 4 feet to fie left of the left main landing gear, 

I ran parallel to the north-south path of the airplme and the pIowed fmows. 

Both engix cowlings remained intact. There was no external physical 
damage to either engine. Examination of the engines revealed no evidence of in- 
flight fire or uncontained engine failure. The gearboxes exhibited no sign of engine 
oil or fuel leaks. The gas generator oil level sight gauge and the propelIer gear case 
oil level sight gauge indicated that all oil quantities were in the normal range for 
both engines. Examination of the tailpipes of both engines indicated that in each 
case there was nearly identical thermal and mechanical damage to the fourth stage 
power turbine blades. and that the airfoi! sections for that stage were missing. 

The gas generators on borh engines rotated freely. A borescope 
inspection revealed that both engines had ingested small amounts of soft foreign 
material, inciuding small sticks and reeds. This ingestion resulted in light foreign 
object damage to the gas generator compressor blades. Light rotational rubbing of 
both engine compressors was also observed. The gas generator turbines and 
nozzles were undamaged. 

There was extensive and similar damage to the power turbine sections 
of each engine. The third sage power turbine nozzle vanes exhibited moderate 
mailing edge damage, with missing fragments and small cracks in most of the vanes. 
The blade tip s:hroud and 25 to 50 percent of the airfoil areas 011 all &I-& stage 
power turbine blades on both engines were missing. No damage was noted on the 
third stage disks. 

The fourth stage power turbine nozzle vanes for both engines were 
found in place but extensively damaged, with segments of the airfoils missing on 
both the vane leading and trailing edges. There was also extensive cracking of the 
remaining vane Moil areas for both engines. Over an arc from 7:30 to 1 I:@, at 
least 25 percent of the nozzle vane midspan airfoil was missing. The blade tip 
shrouds and SO to 70 percent of the airfoil areas of the fourth stage power t h i n e  
section biades were missing. No damage was found to the fourth stage disks. 
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The gas generator and propeller gearbox chip detectors for both I 
engines were found free sf any ferrous materials. The oil screens contained on!y 
small carbon deposits. 

Following the examinations at False River Air Park, the airpiane's 
powerplants were packaged, sealed, and shipped to the General Electric Aircraft 
Engine Maintenance Center, Smuther Fieid, Arkansas City, Kansas, for further 
examinations. Also, the airpime's propeller systems were packaged, sealed, and 
shipped to the rnandacturer, Hamiiton Standard Division, United Tedmologies, 
East Windsor, Connecticut, for examination. The examinations, under Safety Board 
supervision, revealed no preexisting faults that would have precipitated the in-flight 
engine/propeller overspeed and subsequent loss of power. 

1.12.3 Engine Controls and Bropuis~on §ysLem 

Airframe components associated with the engine and propeller systems 
were examined in detail after the airplane was moired from the crash site to a 
parking area next to a hangar on the airport facility. 

The engine control paths were inspected from the cockpit to the 
engines and propeller governors. The texion of three cables exceeded the high 
eoierances by about 3 percent, and all but one rig pin was installed. The exception 
was out of aiignment by less than i/64 inch. Power and condition lever control path 
components were found to htive been chafing on insulation adjacent te cable 
passageways beneath the cabin floorboard. The cockpit lever movements were 
smooth and unrestricted, and prescribed full travel was available. There was 
smooth cab!e movement &om ?!!e cockpit contro!~ to the engine and propeller 
controls on the engines. 

The force of the spring-loaded triggers on the power levers, which had 
to be lifted before the pawer levers could be puiled aft of the flight idle stops, was 
measured. The force was measured as a total of 12.5 pounds for both power lever 
triggers. The left power lever trigger required 7.0 pounds, and the right power lever 
trigger required 5.5 pounds of pull. Both triggers had an initid force pull of 
2.5 pounds. 

7 

'The manufacturer-specified forces are 2.5 pounds at the initiation of lifting the triggers and 
7.0 pounds ar 0.5 inch of lift. 
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I normaily when they were functictn.illy tested. 
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i Cockpit beta anmnciator lights and circuits were found to operate 

1.12.4 Cabin Emergency Lighting 

A functional test of the emergency cabin light switches was performed 
at False River Air Park. The system was found to function normally. 

1-13 iMedicd and Pathological Information 

Both members of the flightcrew submitted urine samples on 
February 2, 1994. The sampies were tested for amphetamines, phencyciidke, 
cocaine, cannabhoids, and opiates, in accordance wit! Federal requirements. The 
results of the examinations were negative for both pilots. 

1..14 Fire 

Cabin occupants reported seeing flames or sparks coming from the rear 
OY tailpipes of both engines during or immediately following the period of loud noise 
and vibration. Tnere was no evidence of heat or fire damage external to the engines 
or elsewhere on the airplane. 

There was no postcrash fire. 

1.15 Survival Aspects 

1.15.1 Prelandmg Preparation 

All of the passengers were interviewed by Safety Board investigators. 
They stated that the flight was uneventful until the loud noise and vibration began. 
Passengers reported that before the event, one of the pilots reported on the public 
address system that they were about 10 minutes out for landing at BTR. After the 
announcement from the cockpit, the flight attendant made an announcement 
instructing the passengers to fasten their seatbeits, stow their tray tables, and 
advising that she would be collecting service items. 

The flight attendant mted that as she walked through the cabin, she 
heard the beginning of a loud "whining" sound. She later saw flames coming from 
the rear of the risht engine, and she went to the cockpit. She saw that the pilots 
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were busy in an apparent emergency situation but did not te!l them that she had seen 
fire emit fiom the right engine. The flight attendant stated that the first oEcer 
instructed her to take her seat and fasten her seatbelt. 

Several passengers stated rhat subsequent to the noise and vibration, 
they saw flames coming from either the left or right engin.?. No passenger reported 
seeing flames come from both engines. One passenger noted that he believed he 
saw "mo!ten pieces of the engine falling away from the rear portion of the [left] 
engine." 

Passengers stated that there were no announcements from the cockpit 
about the emergency. A female passenger unfastened her seatbelt and stood up. 
The flight attendant called to her to sit down and to fasten her seatbelt, and the 
passenger next to the standkg passenger pulled her down into her seat. The flight 
attendant said that she had spoken earlier in the flight the passenger who stood up 
because the passer?ger had stated that she was afraid of flying. 

Some passengers stated that after the flight attendant retuned from the 
cockpit, she did not instruct the passengers to fasten their seatbelts and that she 
neither warned them of an emergency landing nor told them to assume the brace 
position. Some passengers noted that an emergency landing or crash was apparent 
after the roar, and that vibrdtions and flames at the rear of the engines had stopped. 

1.15.2 Landing and Aircraft Evacuation 

Some passengers stated that as the airplane touched down, with the 
landing a little harder than normal, the airplane rolled on the runway for severaf 
seconds. They then felt a jolt, followed by the airplane bumping up and down, 
before it came to rest. 

All of the 18 passengers staeed that the cabin lights went out shortly 
before touchdown. Except for the flickering on and off one or two times after the 
airplane came to rest, the cabin lights did not come on during the evacuation. The 
first officer Stated that he may have turned off the cabin emergency lights prior to 
landing. 

After the airplane came to a stop, the first officer exited the cockpit. 
After he observed fencing materials wrapped around the landing gex, he lowered 
the airstair door to assist passengers exiting the cabin so that they would not jump 
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The Federal regulation governing the design crireria applicable to the I 
Saab 34CB power levers ( 14 CFR 25.1 155) states: 

For~turbine engine instal&iow, each control ~ . .  ~ for reverse thmt and 
for propeller pitch settings below the flight =@me must have means 
to prevent i t s  inadvertent operation. The means must have a 
positive lock or stop at the flight idle position and ?nust require a 
separate and distiwt operation by the crew to displace the control 
from the flight regime (forward thmst regime for turkjee powered 
airplanes). 

~ ~ . . ... . 
~ ~ .~ _ _  . . .. . -. 

The Smb 340B design met the regulatory provisions by the 
incorporation of spring-loaded latches to prevent inadvertent movement of the 
power levers aft of the flight idle stops and into the beta range. To move the power 
Ievers aft of the flight idle stops am! into the beta range, the latches on the power 
levers must first be lifted about 112 inch using two fingers in order io overcome the 
combined spring force of 12 pounds. In the beta range, a tactile detent is provided 
to distinguish the threshold between ground idle and propeller reverse pitch. 

1.17.2 Mistory of Corrective Actions 

The Safety Board has investigated other turbopropeller airplane 
accidents resulting from operatins the propellers in the beta range while in flight. 
On October 17, 1988, foIIowing the Consrrucciones Aeronauticas, S.A. (CASA) 
C-212 accidents that occurred on March 4, 1987, at Detroit MetropolitanKVayne 
County Airport, Romuius, Michigan, and on May 8, 1987, at Mayaguez, ?uerto 
Rico, the Safcty Board issued Safety Recommendations A-88-92 *through -105 to 
the FAA. The Safety Board found that the CASA C-212 met the provisions of 
14 CFR 25.1 155. It was also found that the beta latch mechanisms in the CASA 
C-212 were not substantially different than the designs incorporated in other 
turbcpropeller airplanes, and the service history showed that the design was not 
foolproof. The pilots had to consciousiy avoid positioning their fingers on the bela 
latch arms during aft movement of the power levers to the flight idle position to 
avoid inadvertent movement into the beta range. In fact. the Safety Board observed 
that in the CASA C-2 12, movement of the power levers below the flight idle stop 
and into the beta range was possible in some cases without !ifting touching the 
beta lockout rnechanisrns. Safety Recommendations A-88-103 through -105 



I addressed further means to prevent the inadvertent, operation of turbopropeller 
I airplanes in thine beta range in flight. The recommendations asked the FAA to: 

A-88-103 

Require the aircraft evaluation group during the type cerrjfication 
.pracess Of br5opropelTer airpianes to review ca&siiy the &&gn & .. . . . .  

propeller pitch controls in order to identify and establish appropriate 
Eighmew training guidelines and emphasis on the proper use of 
&e% COnUOh to prevent inadvertent operation in the beta mode in 
flight where prohibited by the airplane manufactwer. 

A-88- 104 

Require the principal operations inspectors for operators of 
mrbopropeiler airplanes to review carefully flightcrew training 
programs to verify that appropriate information is provided by the 
operators on the proper use of propeller pitch controls to prevent 
inadvertent operation in the beta mode in flight. 

A-88-105 

Amend Title 14 Code of Federal Regulations 25.! 155 and 23.1 155 
to provide for a positive meam to prevent inadvertent operation of 
the propellers at blade pitch settings be!ow the flight regime in those 
airplanes where such operation of the propellers is prohibited. 

On July 27, 1989, Safety Recommendation A-88-104 was classified 
"Closed--Acceptable Action," after the FAA issued Air Carrier Operations Bulletin 
(ACOS) 89- 1, "Inadvertent Operations in Beta Mode;Turbepropeller Airplanes." 
The ACBB requested that principal operations inspectors review turbopropeiler 
airplane operators' flightcrew mining programs to ensure that. appropriate 
information is provided to prevent inadvertent operation in the beta mode in flight. 
Safety Recommendation A-88-103 was classified "Closed--Acceptable Action," on 
July 23, 1991 I when the FAA advised the Safety Board that ACBB 89-1 had been 
provided to aircraft evaluation groups and that the groups were requested to 
carefuiiy review the des ip  of propei!er pitch controis during the type certification 
process e i  turbopropeller airplanes. 
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The FAA respmded to Safety Recommendation A-88-105 on May 1, 
1990, sating that an FAA Inter-Directorate Propeller Installation Review Team had 
completed a review of current turbopropeller installations with respect to the m a n s  
of coplndiing propeller biade pitch. The team had determined that changcs to 
14 CFR Parts 23 and 25 were not necessary, providing that the propejler control 
Ieveps and control systems were designed to comply with 14 CFR 23.1 155 or 
3i5.i E 5 .  . E-* L C Z ~ ~  however, that in view,. of recent aG.idents and 
conrinuing issues related to the beta node, it was considering the possible n&&&r 
regulatory changes or the issuance of advisory materials. Safety Recommendation 
A-88-105 was therefore classified "Open--Acceptable Response." The Safety 
Board did not receive any subsequent updates from the FAA regarding the 
regulatory changes considered above. This recommendation was classifled 
"Closed--Acceptable ActionlSuperseded" upon the isslmce of Safety 
%eGornrnendations A-94-61 through -63 discussed below. 

Following another CASA C-212 accident on December 1, 1989, at the 
Patuxent River Naval Air Station, Maqdand, the FAA issued airworthiness directive 
(AD) 90-04-1 1, effective on February 25, 1990, to require the revision of the CASA 
C-2 12 flight manuals to state: 

Do not retard the power lever of an operating engine aft of FLIGHT 
IDLE while airborne. WARNING: An immediate out-of-control 
situation may develop from which recovery cannot be 
accomplished. 

Subsequent to its investigation of the December 1, 1989, accident, the 
Safety Board's concern that Federal regulations and previously appmved airplane 
certifications had not provided adequate protection against inadvertent or intentional 
operation of the beta range in flight was heightened. In a December 19, i990, 
safety recommendation letter to the FAA, the Safety Board stated, Tf in-flight use of 
the beta mode is not to be permitted, then a more positive means of locking cut beta 
mode use muse be required on a l l  turbopropeller airplanes." To address the 
inadequacy, the Safety Board reiterated Safety Recommendation A-88-105 and 
issued the following additional safety reccrnrnendations to the FAA: 
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Conduct a directed sa€ety investigation of ail Garrett TsfE-331 
engine powered turbopropeller airp?anes. This iwestigation h d d  
evaluate the potential for in-flight use of the beta mode, and the 
effects of incomdy adjusting the blade pitch angie of &e propeller 
during maintenance activities and, foliowig the directed safety 
investigation, take appropriate action to preclude in-flight beeta 
operation on a+qlanes not approved for such operation. 

On April 22, 1991, in resporse to Safety Ramenda t ion  A-Wl82, 
the FAA readvised the Safety Board of its issuance of ACOB 89-1 and stated that it 
had requested that its aircraft certification offices review airplane flight manuals 
(AFMs)  and applicable service histoges €or all smaWcomutercategoPy 
turbopropeller-powered airplanes to determine whether the beta range could be used 
safely in flight. Ckmges would be required to the AFMs if warranted by the FApl 
review. The FAA again advised the Safety Board that it was considering a revision 
io 14 CFR Part 23 to preclude the in-flight use of beta, unless approved for in-flight 
use. The recomendalion status was classified "Open--AcceptabIe Respome," 
pending further respcnse. However, the FAA did not subsequently update the 
Safety Board on these proposed actions. This recommendation was classified 
"Closed--Acceptable ActiodSuperseded' by A-94-61 through -63 as discussed 
below. 

On May 7, 1991, Safety Recommendation A-90-181 was classifred 
"Ctosed--Acceptable Action," after the FAA issued AD 9143- 10. The AD required 
modification of the CASA C-212 propeller speed and pitch control system to 
prevent movement of the propellers intr revem blade angles and adjustment of the 
propeller pitch settings below the flight regime while in flight. This AD superseded 
AD 90-0.1- f 1. 
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On March 3 1, 1994, Saab issued Service Bulletin (SB) 349-76-033 that 
describes procedures for the instal!ation of a placard in the cockpit of SMJO 
airpianes. The placard warns the flightcrew about nor mavins the power levers 
below 'night idle" (beta m d e )  when the airpime is airhrne. 

On Aprii 29, 1994, the FAA issued A D  94-09-09, effective on May 15, 
1994. The AD made the provisions of SB 340-75-033 mandatory. The AD 
contained t h c  following statement: "This is considered to 3e interim action until 
final action is identified. at which time the FAA mdy consider fur tkr  m!emaking." 

The FAA responded formally to these recommendations on May 16. 
1994. stating: 

The FAA agrees with the intent of Lhis safety recommendation. 
Saab i s  currently developins ;i design to preciude the power levers 
from mavins aft of the fi<rht .< idle stops while the airplane is 
airborne. Saab will present that design to the FAX for review and 
comment. Once the FAA ~cccpts the design. Saab wili issue a 
%=ice bulletin to plovide instructims to install the in-flight beta 
lockout system. The FAA wili consider the issuance of a notice of 
proposed mlem&ing proposing to require the installatiori of an in- 
flieht L beta lockout system in accordance with the new senice 
bu!lrtin. .As an interim measure. the FAA issued an emergency 
ainvorthincss directive (AD1 on Xprii 20, 1903, to require that a 
p ! x d  be instafied on Saab SF330A and 3SOR series airp!anes to 
inform :he flightcrew of the prohibition apinst  moving c the power 
lever txlow f l i@ idtc (beta R:GJC) when the ;tiplane is airborne. 



A-94-62 

The FAA has initiated ruiemaking +.&tion proposing to mx???d 
14Cm 23.1155 and I4 CFR 25.!155 to require a means to 
prec!ude inadvextent or iiitzntional selection of the beta ange in 
flighht. The FAA considers any design &at aflows the sekction of 
rhe beta mode in fligh: to hz unsafe unless the airplane is 
certificated for such use. The FAA will use the provisions of 
13 CRI 21 -21(5)(2) so prevent this practice m new &sign and 
approvals until 14 CFR 23.1 I55 and 14 CFR 25. f I55 are amended. 

'4-94-63 

The FAA agrees that for existing turbopropeller a i r p l a n e s  there 
should be a syslem to prevent movement of power levers into the 
beta range and such systems should be proposed for retrofit &mu& 
an AD. Airplanes properly certificated for in-flight beta operatien 
will be excluded from the AD process. 

The FAA is reviewins a l l  turbopropeller airplane designs to 
determine whether in-flighi operation in t!!e beta range should hz 
prohibited. The FAA is also workine - with the ak& 
manufacturers and other civil airworthiness authorities to evaluate 
existing designs and develop new beta lockout systems. When this 
effon is completed. the FAA wi!l propose appropriate ADS to install 
tkese systems. 

On June 17, 1993. these safety recommendations were ctassified 
"Open--Acceptab!e Response," based on the .May 16. 1994. FAA response. To 
date. the Safety Board has not received funher progress reports fkxn the FAA on 
these yafety recommendations. 



2. I General 

The flightcrew and tfight anendant were properly trained and q u a l i f i e d  
to conduct the f l i g h t  They had received sufficient rest before tk flight and had no 
critical life events that shou!d have adverse1y affected their performance ofduties. 

Although the captain remarked abmt not having braes, the evidence 
revealed that tI;e brakes funcLoned properly. The loss of braking effecuveness was 
caused by the blown tires. 

Weatker and handling by air traffic control were not factors in the 
cause of the accident. 

The airplwx had been properly mainuined in accordance wit% the 
FAA-approved program. There were no preexisting discrepancies wi& the airplane 
&at contributed to the accident. Tine minor chahg  of the power lever control 
cables in the area under rhr floor was no! a factor and did not affect the p q x r  
operation oi‘ the power levers. The m i n w  riggins discrepancies found in the cab!e 
tension and riggins were not 2 factor in the accident. 

T h e  accident ,occrtrred uhzn   he power kvers  were moved from the 
flight - idle position. over the flight idle gates. into the beta mse, which ! x i  to 
extreme overspeed of both proy;el!ers mind power turbines. ‘The overspeed caused 
substantia! damage to both eng ins  and the fliehtcrew - was unable to regain power 
from the engines. They made an emergency landing, during which the airp!ane 
departed the ruriway surface and came t o  a stop in a fietd. 
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The evidence fro% the CVR and mR indicates that immediately 
preceding the accident, the captain was making a high speed descent when the 
Zirplane errcountered turbulence. A b u t  8 minates before rhe event, the airspeed 
O\'eiSeed warning sounded for a b u t  13 seconds, indicating that the captain 
allcwed th:: airspeed to exceed the maximum allowed. There were also comments 
made by thi: piiats about the high speed and the need to get to a iower altitude. The 
high rate of descent was necessary because of a taii wind at altitude md the pilots' 
decision tc itnd straight in on runway 13. 

Wken the airpiane encountered turbulence, the captain rnaae a rema* 
about slowing tke airplaze down, aqd th~, atltopilot was disconnected. Shortly 
thereJkr. the somd of the overspeeding propellers was heard on the CVR. The 
correiation of the CVR and FDR da!a revealed that the power levers were moved 
from the flight idle position into the ground idie position and .further into the revem 
range at the time Ciat the oversped sounds were recorded on the CVR. 

The I-DR data for power lever angle, fuel flow, and torque provided 
conclusive evidenrc h a t  the power levers were moved into the beta range and aft of 
the gound idle deteqt. Examination of the pow-er lever mechanical linkages and 
riggin? revcaled no evidence of a malfunction &at would have permitted inadvertent 
movement of the levers Icto :he reverse range without intentional opera:.h of the 
triggrs tha: penxitkd them to be moved aft of &e flight idle stops. Although the 
force to lift one power lever trigger was siightly below the specified value, this fact 
did Eot contribute to the cause of :he power levers being moved into the bea  range. 

Tile movemen: of tke power levers into beta caused the propellers to 
overspeed sipificantly. The engine overspeed protection system functior,ed 
~roperly and cut the fuel flow to botk engines to preclude rupture of a turbine disk. 
i l o w ~ v ~ r .  becmse the propellers zqd power turbines were driven by air loads due to 
the high airspeed, and not by gas generator exhaust, the overspeed condition 
continued until the turbine b!ade::. separated. Although the pilots were able to restart 
both gas generators, extensci;e damage to  the p c w a  turbines precluded ~e 
yeneration of propel!rr power sufficient fo- the pilots to continue flight 

An emergency power-cff lantiing was made on runway 18 at False 
River Air Park; however. the landing speed vias roo fast and &e touchdown was too 
far dnwn rhc runway for the airplane tc stop c:n the rcnway. The airphne traversed 
ritu$ rcxain and c;?rr1..5 to rest uprisix wick minimai dxrnage. The occ~pants 
cvrtcuateti succc~sful!~. 
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Fallowing the accident, both the captain and first officer stated that 
they did not intentiondilly move the powx levers below the flight idle stop into the 
beta range. Further, neither indicated that they were aware of unintentionally raising 
the triggers on the ievers to permit movement into the beta range. The fist officer 
was performing the nonflying pilot duties, and the Board believes it unlikely that he 
touched the power levers. The captain recalled moving the power levers to flight 
idle a few minutes before the engine overspeed event, but he could not recdl where 
his hand was when the overspeed occurred. 

The FDR data confirmed the captain's awareness thzt both power 
ievers were at the flight idle gate (about 43 degrees) for about 1 minute before they 
were moved past the gate. The rate of movement of the levers in the beta range 
averaged 3 degrees per second, and the Board believes tiat this is consistent with a 
deliberate action, rather than an inadvertent or sudden acricn. The power levers 
passed the ground idle position (19 degrezs) at 2127:5'1.05, 8.5 seconds after 
transitioning the flight idle gate. The power levers rzached a minimum position of 
14.3 degrees at 2127:51.55. The beginning of the sound of an increase in 
proLpeller;'engine rpm frequency began at 212752. The power levers started moving 
forward at that moment and were past the ground idie position and flight idle gates, 
into the flight range, within 1 second. 

In order to prevent inadvertent movement of the power levers below 
the flight idle position, the lever mechanism is designed so that a distinct aovement 
of the hand and finger is required to raise the triggers and release the flight idle stop. 
The mechanism functioned normally during postaccident tesfs. The Safety Board 
therefore concludes that the captain manipulated the triggers and moved the power 
levers into the beta range. 

Although the captaints actions may have been unintentional. the Safety 
Soard is concerned chat the captain and other pilots might be moving the power 
levers below the flight idle stop routinely and without thwght in order to use the 
increased propeller <!rag to slow the airplane or ificrease the descent rate. Alt??ough 
such aciion is prohibited in flisht, and, as this accident indicates, is uitsafe, rhe 

c 
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propeller speed can be controlled until the power levers are moved below the 

flight idle position. 
0 oround idle detent, a nearly 4-inch movement of the power lever knobs below the 

When the propeller overspeed occurred, the airplane was in a high 
speed descent and was encountering turbulexe. Because the power levers were 
already at flight idle, to slow the airplane to make the ride more comforta~~z for the 
passengers, the captain would have to reduce the descent rate and slow the airspeed 
using airplane pitch. The only other option was to increase propeller drag by using 
beta range. The disengagement of the autopilot a few seconds after he made the 
comment about sIowing the airplane suggests that he intended to fly the airplane 
manually and decrease the airspeed. The Board believes it to be significant chat the 
OVerSpeed mcxred 1 1  seconds &ti the captain's CGIEFAIG "yea5 we'!! jdst ...!&I& 
slow the baby up a bit" Moreover, the Safety Board cannot understand how the 
significant amount of power lever travel from the flight idle gate into the reverse 
range (43 degrees to 14.3 degrees) and the significant time (9 seconds) in the beta 
range could have gone unnoticed by the captain. That amount of movement and the 
time associated with the movement should have been readily apparent and would be 
an unnatural movement while in flight The rapid (within 1 second) forward 
movement of the power levers back to the flight regime at precisely the time that the 
loud prope!:er/engine sounds occurred strongly suggests that rhe movement was 
prompted by the captain's realization that the event was associated with power lever 
position. 

Regardless of why the power levers were moved into beta, the fact that 
such a dangerous action was permitted by the design and certification of the airplane 
is of concern to the Safety Board. 

2.4 Design and Certification of the Power Levers 

The power lever design and certification for the Saab 340 met the 
c u m n t  regulations. The certification process did not require that the Saab 340 
airplane power lever system prevent intentional or inadvertent operation in the beta 
xiode in Right. Consequently, the drtsign did not do so. The Safety Board 
acknowledges that a design. such as a solenoid lockout that prevents movement into 
beta in flight, could lead to difficdties for ground operations. That is, mechanical 
fai!urs could prevent the selection of revers\: pcwcr after touchdown and during 
ianding - roll. This possibility shouid be accounted for during thz design and 
Certification of the system to prevcnt the selecdon of beta In fligh!. 
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However, several serious incidents and accidents have occurred In the 
past that involved tupbopropdler airplanes in which the pmpeliers were moved into 
the beta range in fi'igirt. The causes of these occurrences involved several factors. 
In some cases, wear and poor maintenance of the triggers and flight idle stops 
allowed inadvertent movement of the power levers into beta. In other cases, 
inrentional movement of the power levers into beta was involved. Lastly, there have 
been cases of inadvertent movement of the power levers into beta with a ?roperly 
maintained and certified system. 

As a result of these accidents, several safety recornmendations have 
been issued by the Safety Board and several corrective actions, including design 
changes by AD action, have been initiated and/or taken by the FAA and 
nanufacturers to prevent similar occurrences on the CASA-212 and EMB-120 
airplanes. Despite the AD actions to mdify these airplanes, the Safety Board 
believes that the airframe and engine/propeller manufacturers, as well as the 
certification authorities, were slow to act as a result of the previous occurrences, 
and that actions taken thus far have been inadequate for the Saab 340 and other 
turbopropeller airplanes. 

The record of multiple in-flight beta events on variocs model airplanes 
that led to serious incidents and accidents should have prompted more timely fleet- 
wide corrective actions. The Safety Board has made jeverai s.ifety 
recommendations IO the FAA regarding the issue of in-flight beta operation on 
turbcpropeller airplanes. About 6 years ago, on October 17, 1988, the Safety Board 
urged the FAA to amend Parts 23.1 155 and 25.i 155 "...to provide for a positive 
means to prevent inadvertent operation of the propellers at blade pitch settings 
below the flight regime in those airplanes where such operation is prohibited." The 
FAA declined to act on this recommendation (A-88-105), stating that a Propeller 
installation Review Team had studied the situation and found that the provisions of 
the certification rules were adequate. Although the FAA stated at tha~ time that it 
would consider the need for regulatory changes, it failed to promulgate rulemaking. 

If the FAA had acted on A-88-105 by promulgating rulemaking to 
positively prevent beta opemtion in flight for airplanes in which such operation was 
prohibked. this accident would have been prevented. The FAA's conclusions 
reiarive to the lack of a need for rulemakin; action proved to be wrong, and 
accidents involving in-flight beta operation conKinued. Fwthelmore, the airframe 
and engindpropefier mmufacrursrs failed ro lake appropriate acrions bzsed on the 
apparent safety hazards. 
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The FAA only recently has indicated that it plans to initiate rulemaking 
action in response to Safety Reconmendation A-94-62. - However, 2 is important to 
note that the specific intent of A-94-62 is essentially the same as A-88-105 that was 
issued about 6 years ago. Although some of the previous safety recommendations 
regarding this issue have led to actions by the FAA on specific airplanes, it appears 
that the FAA was more reactive than proactive. Consequently, the inadequate 
action taken to require more widespread design changes to prevent in-flight beta 
operation on airplanes for which such operation is prohibited is considered causal to 
this accident. 

The Safety Board reiterates Safety Recommendation A-94-62 and 
urges expeditious actions by the FAA to complete the rulemaking project, 

2.5 Catbin Safety Issues 

Although the piIots were extremely busy dJring the emergency landing, 
the f is t  officer instructed the flight attendant to prepare the cabin for an emergency 
landing. However, the instruction was broadcast to BTR on the air traffic control 
frequency instead of the public address system. Although the flight attendant 
entered the cockpit, she did not obtain instructions from the pilots. Nevertheless, 
she certainly should have had enough cues to determine than an emergency landing 
was in progress. Consequently, she should have insinweed the passengers to 
prepare for an emergency landing. The lack of coordination left the passengers ill 
prepared for the potential crash landing. However, the performance of the 
flightcrew and flight attendant was excellent after the airplane came to a stop. 
Under other circumstances, the lack of proper preparation of the passengers for the 
emergency landing could have led to serious injtiries or death. 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 

3.1 Findings 

1. The flightcrew and flight attendant were properly trained and 
qualified to conduct the flight. 

2. Weather and air traffic control handling were not factors in the 
accident. 

3. The airplane had been maintained in accordance with its 
approved maintenance program, and there were no preexistkg 
defects that contributed to the accident. 

4. The captain actively moved the power levers from the flight idle 
gate into the beta range for undetermined reasons. Operation of 
the propellers in the beta range while in flight is prohibited by 
the airplane flight manual. 

5. There were no mechanical failures of the power lever systems 
that could have permitted the movement of the power levers into 
the beta range without positive action by the pilot. 

6 .  The propellers and engines experienced extreme overspeed 
when propeller and engine governing was lost while operating in 
the beta range. The engines were substantially damaged during 
the overspeed and necessitated a power-off emergency landing. 

7. Although the design and certification of the power levers met 
existing requirements, those requirements were inadequate 
because they permitted a design that did not prevent movement 
into the beta range in flight. 

8. Ths airframe and engine manufacturing indusq, the FAA, and 
the certification authorities from other countries were slow in 
reacting to several previous in-flight beta occurrences that led to 
serious incidents and accidents. 



9. The flightcrew and Right amndant failed to prepare the 
passengers for the emergency landing, although they performed 
a timely and effectix emergency evacuation once the airplane 
came to a stop. 
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3-2 Probable Cause 

The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable 
causes of this accident were the captain's movement of the power levers below fight 
idle in flight, the inadequate certification requirements and consequent design of the 
airplane's power levers that permitted them to be moved below the flight idle 
position into the beta range, either intentiondy or inadvertently, while in flight, and 
the inadequate action taken to require a positive means to prevent beta operation on 
airplanes for which such operation is prohibited. 



4. WECQMMEX5A2'30NS 

A5 a result of the investigatim of this zc.ident, &e Safety Board 
reiterates h e  following safety recommendation and urges ezrly mlemaking action: 

--to t??e Federai Aviation Administration: 

A-94-62 

Revise Title 14 Code of Federal Regulations Parts 25.1 155 and 
23.1 155 to require a positive means to prevent operation of the 
propeller in the beta mode while in flight, unless the airplane is 
certificated for such use. 

BY THlE NATIONAL TRANSBQRTATIQN §AFETY BOARD 

James E. Hail 
Acting chairman 

John K. Eauber 
Member 

John HammerSchmidt 
Membei- 

Carl w. VO& 
Member 

September 27,1994 
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APPENDIX A 

The National Transportation Safety Board was notified of the accident 
abut 23 15 eastem standard time on February 1, 1994. An investigative team was 
dispatched from Washington, D.C., by the first available commercial flight and 
arrived at the accident site about 1400 cst, Febmary 2, 1994. Other investigators 
launched from the Safety Board's DaIlas/Fort Worth Regional Office preceded the 
&Val of the Washington team. 

The following investigation groups were formed: 

SystemdStntctures 
Powerplaits 
Cockpit Voice Recorder 
Flight Data Recorder 
Maintenance Records 
Operations 

A Survival Factors group was not formed, but two Safety Board 
investigators interviewed passengers by klephone and the flight attendant in person. 
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The foflowing were parties to the investigation: 

Air Line Pilots Association 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Flight Dispatchers, Meteorologists, and Operatior Specialists Union 
General Electric Aircraft Engines 
Hamilton Standard 
Pointe Coupee Parish Sheriffs Office 
Saab Aircraft AB 
Simmons AircramAmerican Eagle 

The Government of Sweden was invited to participate in accordance 
with the provision of Annex 13 to the Convention on International Civii Aviation. It 
elected not to participate. 

2. Public Hearing 

A public hearing was not held in conjunction with this investigation. 
Both members of the flightcrew submitted formal depositions at the Safety Board 
Headquarters, Washington, D.C., on Febrdary 15,1994. 
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APPENDIX B 

COCKPIT VOICE RECORDER TRANSCRIPT 

Legend of comtnunic& 'I descriptions, abbreviations, acronyms and symbo!s used in the 
attached CVf? transcric .. 

CAM 

I NT 

-1 

-2 

-? 

HST 

BTR 

COM 

I 

OPS 

PA 

* 

# 

... 

Q 

0 
- 

Ctxkpit area microphone 

lntracockpit intercom system 

Voice (or position) identified as Captain 

Voice (or position) identified as First Officer 

Unidentifiable voice 

Houston Air Route Traffic Control Center 

Baton Rouge Approach Contrcl 

Radio transmissions received by accident aircraft front sources dher than those 
specifically listed herein. 

Company Operations 

Aircr.3ft public address system 

Unintelligible word 

Expletive deleted 

Pause 

Questionable text 

Edkoriai insertion 

Ereak in continuity 



IT C- 

TIME & 
ml!f3!x GI3NIENT 

2! 97: 11 
CAM [starl of recording] 

2107:38 
iNT 

2111:04 
INT-2 

21 11:O7 
INT-1 

21 11:OQ 
INT-2 

2111:11 
INT-1 

2111:15 
INT-2 

2111:al 
iNT-2 

[3:40 minutes of non-pertinent conversation between the 
captain and the first officer starts] 

I'm a lill tired ... I didn't sleep worth a hoot last night. 

where were you at? 

ah I stay over there at Steve Tester's on a crash pad. 

oh. 

yeah it's a hell of a life .. 1'11 tell yah. 

somebody's always yat! know coming in late or en the 
phone or - 

TIME 8 
SQURCE !zxtEu 

2107:22 
RDO-2 eagle thirty-six forty-one at two one oh. 

2107:24 
HST eagle flight thirty-six forty-one houston center roger. 



TIME & 
$iQ!oEx CONTENT 

21 1 1 :39 
INT-1 yeah It's .. it be pretty hard to be in a crash pad. 

21 1152 
CAM [:lo minutes of mostly unintelligible conversation 

between captain and flight attendant concerning 
non-operational attendant chime] 

21 12:17 
I N I  [2:15 minutes of non-pertinent conversation between the 

captain and the first officer starts 

21 14:25 
w r  eagle flight thirty-six forty-one descend at pilot's 

discretion .. maintain one one thousand .. the baton 
rouge altimeter three zero four zero. 

21 1433 
RDO-2 three zero four zero and PD to one one thousand 

thirty-six forty-one. 

2: 14:38 
IN'f-2 thirty-forty ... PD to one one. 

21 14:45 
INT [3:25 minutes of non-pertinont conversatlon between the 

captairl and the first officer starts] 

21 1757 
INI-2 ah let me call and see if I can get the hoteP started On 

the way. 



21 18:02 
RDO-2 baton rouge ah thirty-six forty-one's in range. 

21 18:09 
OFS okay thirty-six forty-one ah we'll see yah at gate four ... 

how many minutes out are you? 

2118:ll 
RDO-1 eagle flight ah thirty-six forty-one we're descending out of 

flight level two one oh for one one thou. n 
2118:15 
flD0-2 gate four ah we should be there in about fifteen mmutes 

2118:19 
OPS okay 1'11 call the van. 

21 1820 
RDO-2 thank you. 

21 1822 
INT-2 gate lour. 

21 18:23 
INT-1 okay. 

2 1 18:24 
IN T-2 I told him we'd be should be there in about fifteen 

minutes shouldn'l we with this speed? 



TIME a 
?iPam!x 

21 18:28 
INI-1 

21 1830 
INT-2 

211835 
INT-1 

2118:41 
INT-2 

21 18:45 
INT-2 

21 18:49 
INT-1 

2 1 18:SO 
INT-2 

2119:15 
INT-2 

yeah (ought be). 

(sound of sigh] what time we due in .. lets see7 

fifty ah lets see .. we're out at flve .. should be ah they're 
calling it forty-five should be ten till. 

filty .. yeah .. yeah. 

in at fifty we ,. we'!I probably beat that. 

yeah. 

twenty minutes .. thirty-five. 

well the son-of-a4 boy now it's gonna get hot .. #. 



21 19:25 
COM-2 [sound ol frequency change tone] ' one thousand 

overcast .. visibility more then ten ... temperature three 
eight .. dew point two five .. winds light and variabto .. 
altinmtsr throe zero four on8 ... visual approaches 
runway three one and two two fight in us0 .. 8 i l  arrivals 
sast and noah of runway three one conlact approach on 
one two six (roilit live .. all others use one two zero point 
three ... clearance delivery is combined with ground 
contfol on one two on0 point niner ... advise on initial 6. 
contact you have inlormation whiskoy. e& 

2:20:02 
COM-2 * * ' metropolitan airport inlormation whiskey time zero 

two live live ZI:IU ., baton rouge weather .. six thousand 
live hundred scattered .. trleasuredceiliny eight thousand 
broken .,, or.3 one thousand overcast .. visibility mor0 
then ten .., temperature three eight .. daw point two fj?e 
.. winds light and variable .. altlnleter three zero lour one 
... visual approaches runway three one and two two right 
in use ., all arrivals east and north of runway three one 
contact approach on one two six point llve .. all others 
use - [sound of lrequency change tone] 

212O:OO 
INT (sound similar to that 01 overspeed warning starts] 

2 120:22 
INT [sound similar to that 01 ovarspeed warning stops] 



TIME a 
SCW mm 

21%0:35 
l w r  2 whiskey sixty f i V 0  hundred scattered ... measured eight 

Ihaxand broken eleven thousand overcast .. thirty-eighl 
dogreos .. wind is calm .. three zero four one on Ihe 
metor .. visuals lo  three one and two lwo right. 

2 120: 55 
I N l . . l  that gets you six one a hall dozen of the other three one 

and Iwo two. 

2120:50 
I N 1  -2 yeah two two yah might. 

2121:OO 
IN'I -1 whal was the wind speed again? 

1121:02 
1NT -2 it's light and variable 

2121:ll 
IN'1-1 well whal the heck's wrong with the ILS lo runway one 

three? 

%121:16 
INT.2 * nolhing they'll probably give it to us. 

n a : 1 a  
INl-1 that's what I would .. believe I'd like to have, 



2!21:41 
INI- l  

2121:52 
I Nl-2 

2122:CJl 
INT -2 

2 122:G4 
INT-2 

21%;?:!0 
1 N I . l  

lets see the ah airpori's on the sixty-three radial eight 
miles lrom baton rouge .. so the airport's on this ah (nah) 
... the airport's on tho other side of the VOR. 

well %hat I was lhinking about instead of going clear 
around and corning back in is just making a * .. yah 
know in stead of going out and bdck just come out like 
that. 

he'll probably .. yeah ,. he'll probably let us do it .. two 
eighty-low you got it set In? 

i don? see why he won't .. ten three. 

that son-of-a-# .. ## 

man we're almost the speed of heat here .. two sixty-four 
.. or two-sixty two .. three sixty-two. 

that's about the best that's about as good as I'vc. ever 
seen. 



2 122:20 
I NT -2 okay altimeter well lets see we're coming through 

eighteen it's thirty forty-one. 

2 122:25 
INT-1 yeah .. you can run the descent check anytime you want 

to. 

2122:38 
INT-1 1'11 get the lights cnd the stew light at ten. 

2122:40 
INI -2  okay ... altimeter is set pressurization's set for baton 

rouye ICB proteclicin as required fuel panel balance 
checks is within limits .. CTOT will be gooc. for all of if 
sterile cockpit light .I we'll get through ten .. sealbelt sign 
and all that through ten. 

2123:03 
INT-2 landing data .. your speeds are gonna be sixteen and 

twenty-six .. twenty-live twenty-eight. 

2123:lO 
INT-2 sixteen twenty-six. 

21%3:13 
INT-1 okay I got that set, 

2123:15 
INT-2 and 1'11 ask for the ah ILS to one three. 

TIME 8 
SOURCE 



2123:lQ 
INT-1 yeah ., what was the temperature up here? 

2 123:20 
I NT-2 ah thirty-eight. 

2123:22 
INT-1 thirty and a little bit cool lor baton rouge. 

2125:25 
IN'T-2 yeah 1'11 hold on the bleeds and stuff .. 1'11 re-run that 

when we get a little lower. 

2 123:30 
INT.-l okay. 

2123:30 
INT-2 # almighty .. now it's hot as hell in here isn't that 

somethiny .. and I turned it it's down to ... I just whipped 
it down some more. 

2 1 %3:40 
IN'I-1 ' no airrlarle anyway 

21235.1 
INT [ : w  minutes of non-pertinent conversation between the 

captain and first ollicer starts] 

2 124:32 
INT-1 gosh we gotta come down. 



. .. . . .,.. ...~ ....._._...___.....__..._....._.__...._._I 

TIME B 
Ea!&st% 

2125:Ol 
HST 

212506 
RDO-2 

2125:16 
RDO-2 

2 1 25:25 
BTR 

2125:31 
RDO-2 

212534 
BTR 

2125:45 
ROO-2 

eagle flight thirty-six forty-one contact baton rouge 
approach one two zero point three so long. 

twenty point three good night sir. 

baton rouge approach eagle thirty-six forty-one we’re out 
of fifteen five for one one thousand whiskey. UI w 

eagle flight thirty-six forty-one baton rouge approach 
good evening the wind is calm expect T visual approach 
.. what runway would you like? 

how about ah one three we’ll just ah shoot straight in 
there. 

eagle flight thirty-six forty-one roger fly heading one one 
zero intercept the localizer expect the visual approach 
runway one three ,. descend and maintain two thousand. 

okay one one zero to intercept the localizer down to two 
thousand thilty-six forty-one. 
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2126:03 
PA-1 hi folks ah we're about ah thirty-five miles from baton 

rouge be on the ground in about ten minutes .. like for 
you to put up those electronic devices at this time and 
put your seatbeit on ,. temperature's thirty-eight degrees 
and there are a few clouds in the area .. but the moon Is 
visible ... been our pleasure having you with us tonight 
we look forward to having you back again real soon ... let 
me assure you we do appreciate your business .. the 
winds up here in baton rouge are calm .. thanks a lot .. 
have a good night. 

2 126:06 
INT-2 pressure bleeds are olf. 

212631 
INT-1 okay 

212633 
I N7-2 okay .. it's ah high pressure bleeds off speeds are set .. 

you did the landing PA? 

2126:37 
INI-1 no I just ah told 'Irern about the put up the electronic 

dovices -. 

2126:41 
INT-2 oh okay. 



TIME a 
SOURGE i22Nlxm 

2126:43 
INI-1 I didn't hit her ah 1'11 leave that for whenever you want to 

do it. 

2126:45 
INT-2 alright ... 1'11 go a:xac! and get it out of the way. 

2126:51 
PA-2 folks ah we'll be landing in just a few minutes flight 

attendant please propare the cabin for landing .. thanks. 

2126:67 
INT-2 well it's all done. 

2127:04 
INT-2 wonder what the # is this down here ... on the edge of a 

lake or something? 

2127:07 
IN'T-1 looks like the outline of a shore line. 

2127:09 
INT-2 one three and two and three two eighty-four okay. 

2127:14 
INT-1 okay thert?'s ten here come the lights. 

2127:17 
INT-2 okay. 

TIME & 
(SOURCE CONTENT 



2T27:18 
PA-3 [flight attendant announcement to passenger cabin] 

2127:19 
INT-1 a little bouncy bouncy here. 

212?:28 
INT-1 I wonder what's causing that? 

2127:29 
INT-2 1 don't know .. with calm winds down there you got 

something right in that this cloud layer or something. 

2127:35 
INT- I yeah 

2127:41 
INT-1 yeah we'll just .. kinda slow this baby up a little bit. 

2127:46 
INT bound similar to that of the autopilot disconnect chime] 

2127:52 
CAM [sound 01 increase in prop/engine rpm froqusncy and 

amplitude] 

212755 
INT (sound similar to that of master warning (triple) chime] 

212758 
INT-2 what happened? 



2127:58 
INT-1 

2128:oo 
INT-2 

2128:OO 
IN I  

2128:Ol 
INT-1 

2128:02 
INT-2 

2 128:OO 
IN1 

2128:1)7 
INT-1 

2 128:OY 
IN'T 

2128:ll 
CAM 

what the #. 

your both engines (lamed out. 

[sound similar to that of master warning chime] 

huh 

both engines flamed out .. you've got an airport 
underneath you. 

[sound similar to that of master warning chime] 

what the hell do we do here? 

[sound similar to that of a configuration warning horn 
stitrls] 

[sound similar to that 01 an electrical power interruption 
to CVR unit] 



2128:12 
INT (sound similar to that of master warning chime] 

2120:13 
INT-2 see that airport underneath yah? 

212a:16 
INT [sound sirnilar to that of a conliguration warning horn 

Stops] 

212817 
I N 1  [sound similar to that 01 master warning chime] 

212610 
INT-2 turn on your dam. 

2128:20 
INl-1 huh. 

212821 
CAM [sound similar to that of decrease in proplengine 

frequency and amplitude] 

2 12822 
I NT [sound similar to that of master warning chime] 

2 128:25 
INT [sound similar to that of a conliguration warning horn 

cycles three times] 
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31311 46 
I f.1 I [sound sinular to that 01 autopilot discmiecl alert] 

212850 
BlR eagle fllght thirtysix forty-one yes sir the F-alsc FIIier 

alrport and ah it should be lit and ah tx3iuvu h e  
lhousand feet stand by. 

3. -- 

212H.58 
I t.J .I 'I 1 okay checklist 

2 1 N : 0 3  
114'1 -2 ongirle failure twenty-five 

2 12Y:OA 
I N'l -3 Ilight idle power levers flight idle .. bus tie connect light 

is ah on. 

2129:15 
INT.2 condition lever failed engine luel on. 

212915 
BTR eagle flight thirty-six lorty-one say your flight conditions 

2179:20 
I N I - 1  see if you can get me anything going. 



AIR-GROUND C W C A T l Q M  

TIME B 
SOURCE (;ONTENT 

2129:27 
HDO-2 ah we're VFR circlinr: down to the field 

2129:30 
BT R eagle flight thirty-six forty-one roger we'll notify the ah 

sheriff's department at False River. 

i 3 %9:3A 
IN f -2 see what's happen(ing) here 

2 129:37 
l N 1 . l  vrhat's happentng? 

2129.42 
1N.f-2 you've got engines .. don't yah? 

? 129: 44 
INT-1 I dnri'l kr ow .. I've got temperatures but I've got ._ I don't 

know what's h:ppened to my power. 

212954 
BTR eagle flight thirty-six forty-one wind at bston rouge is 

calm .. altimeter three zero four zero. 

2 ! Y9.58 
IN'! . 1  what (have we done) here 

2 130:02 
INT-1  do I have any .. I don't have any power 

cn 
N 



TIME & 
?tQm.a 

21 30:06 
INT-2 

2130:07 
IN'T-1 

21 30:09 
INT-2 

2130:15 
CAM 

2130:19 
INl-! 

PIT CO- 

okay you got that airport underneath us 

yeah. 

generator switch (ailed engine ah 011 ., bus tie connect 
on .. you keep it keep it in sight .. keep circling. 

[sounds similar to that 01 several fluctuations in 
propiengine noise] 

' just don't have any power. 

213021 
RDO-2 okay we've got the airport in sight say again sir. 

21 30:25 
BTR eagle flight thirty-six forty-one wind at baton rouge is two 

you're presently one eight miles northwest of the baton 
live zero at three .. altimeter three zero lour zero .. and 

rouge airport understand you do have the False River 
airport in sight. 

2!30:39 
RDO-2 yeah we're trying to get some power restored here and 

ah and ah stand by we'll let you know. 
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TIME & 
gOUACE a m  

2131:OQ 
INT-1 okay. 

2131:lO 
INT-2 fuel stand by pump sffitches on autocoarsen is off ... 

ignition switches both on you keep flying. 

2131:iO 
INT-1 okay. 

2131:2? 
INT-2 ignition switches both on .. batteries switches both 

override. 

213127 
INT-2 okay generator switches both off ,.. you keep her in sight 

.. keep her corning down you got a big glider. 

2131:31 
INT-1 I got her. 

2131:33 
INT-2 1011 condition lever stafi ... okay 

TIME 8. 
.EiQ!mx !22xEm 

2131:38 
BTA eac 3 fliaht thirty-six forty-one that runway is five 

th ,usandfeet by seventy-fiie feet. 

2131:41 
INT (sound similar to that of a configuration &arning horn 

starts and continues] 
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2132:09 
IMT [:11 minutes of unintelligible c o w  mication because of 

reduction in CVR audio amplituue] 

2132:ZO 
CAM 

configuration horn stops] 
[sounds similar to those of master warning chime and 

2 13220 
INT-1 okay better warn the flight attendant 

CATIOM 

TIME 8 
SOURCE CONTENT 

3 
2132:24 
RDO-2 flight attendant please prepare for emergency landing 

we’ve got an airport right underneath us here folks we’re 
trying to restore power we don’t know what happen?.” 
please remain calm prepare for emergency landing. 

2132:32 
INT-1 gear 

2132:34 
BTR okay and that was on baton rouge approach. 

213235 
CAM [sound similar to that of master caution chime starts and 

continues] 

2132:38 
CAM [unintelligible announcement to flight attendant] 



TIME & 
6e)UR6E GQNTENT 

2 132:5@ 
IN'T-2 damn I never saw I don't know what the hell happened. 

21 32:bu 
INI.1 flaps fifteen. 

2 t 3258 
INT-2 alright you go1 her in sight? 

2 13259 
INT-1 yooh. 

TfME & 
SOURCE CONVENT 

2 133:OO 
BTR eagle flight thirty-six forty-one when able say souls and 

fuel on board. 

213301 
INT-1 flaps - 

213305 
RDO-2 twenty-three hundred with ah about ah eight hundred 

pounds of fuel. 

2133:09 
BTR alright thank you. 

2133:12 
IN.7-2 mall this son-of-a# is just dead .. it won't do #. 



TIME & 
&%Ufs% 

213315 
INT-I 

213320 
INT-2 

2133:25 
CAM 

213324 
I t4.r- I 

2 13326 
INT-2 

! 21 3328 
I INT-1 

2133:32 
I N l - 2  

2* 3338 
11u-2 

2133:51 
INT-2 

have I got gear ., pump the gear down pump the gear 
down quick .. hurry up I need it. 

UND C M U N I C A T I a  

TIME & 
SDURGE !x?MEu 

ah .. U let me get yo to override on this. 

[sound similar to that 01 hydraulic pump running) 

okay. 

alright you got gear you got gear you got gear. 

okay .. give me flaps. 

slip it if you have to slip it. 

slip it. 

2133:47 
BTR eagle flight thirty-six forty-one understand - 

bounco it got I on. 
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TIME & 
sQL!ax 

2134:30 
CAM 

2134:31 
INT-2 

21 34:32 
INT-1 

2 134:39 
CAM 

71 34:45 
CAM 

21 34:49 
CAM 

21 34:55 
CAM 

213521 
CAM 

2135.50 
CAM-? 

2 136:05 
CAM-? 

[sound similar to an interrupt in CVR electrical power] 

get this scn-of-a-# out. 

okay get pan pan pan ... pan pan pan. 

[sound similar lo that of hydraulic pump shutting olq 

jsour~d similar to an interrupt in CVR electrical power] 

[sound Similar to that of turbine(s) spooling down] 

[1:00 rninutes of voices and sounds similar lo that of 
aircraft evacuation starts] 

[sound similar to an interrupt in CVR electrical power] 

good job. 

great job captain. 



213627 
COM ah eagle thlrly-six lorly-one do you read two six six. 

2 136:37 
CAM 1 ' what in tho # happened? 

2 136.44 
CAM-1 you got a Ilashlighl. 

2337:15 
COM eagle thirty-six forty-one do you road two six six 

2137:28 
ROO-2 hey bcllon roup approach baton rouge approach 

2137:47 
RDO-2 rnayday rnayday anybody on twenty-one live 

21 37:56 
ROO-2 baton rolfge approach baton rouge approach eagle 

Ihirly..six lorty-one. 
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